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ICE MEASUREMENTS BY GEOSAT RADAR ALTIMETRY 

The surface topography of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets is the principal ice parameter ob
tainable from satellite radar altimetry. The improved ability of the GEOSA T altimeter to follow irregu
lar surfaces and its extended operation have greatly increased the available topographic data on ice sheets 
for the study of ice dynamics and the possible detection of changes in global ice volume. 

INTRODUCTION 

Radar altimeter signals from ice-covered land and 
ocean are more complex and variable than are signals 
from the open ocean. Also, the range to the surface 
varies much more from pulse to pulse along the satellite 
path because of the more irregular topography. Al
though GEOS-3 and Seasat radar altimeters were 
designed to measure relatively flat oceanic surfaces, data 
from both have been very useful for ice-sheet topogra
phy.1.2 Partly as a result of the analysis of Seasat data, 
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improvements were made in the GEOSAT tracking 
method to follow more rapid range changes over irregu
lar surfaces, thus leading to the acquisition of more data 
over the steeper and more undulated portions of the ice 
sheets. The separated spacing of orbital tracks (Fig. 1) 
and the IS-month duration of the geodetic mission also 
are principal factors in producing an excellent topograph
ic data set on the portions of the Greenland and Ant
arctic ice sheets lying between 72°N and 72°S. 

The GEOSA T data acquired over the ice sheets and 
the surrounding sea ice have been provided to NASA 
by the Navy for unclassified processing and analysis. In 
particular, each GEOSA T altimeter waveform is ana
lyzed to correct the range values for leads and lags in 
the altimeter tracking circuit. Over sea ice, the charac-

G EOSA T ground tracks (110 data days) 
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Figure 1-Ground tracks of GEOSAT 
over the Greenland ice sheet for 110 
data days. Discontinuities in tracks 
represent locations where the al
timeter lost track of the signal be
cause of rapid variations in the range 
to surface. The density of coverage 
is about twice that of Seasat 's be
cause of better orbital tracking and 
spacing. 
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teristics of the radar returns are quite different from 
those over the open ocean, allowing the data over sea 
ice to be separated from the ocean data. Changes in the 
signal characteristics over ice-covered ocean also have 
been used routinely by the Navy to map the edge of the 
polar sea-ice pack. 

A principal glaciological objective of ice-elevation 
analysis is the detection of changes in ice-sheet eleva
tion that can give a direct measure of changes in ice vol
ume. Each year, approximately 3000 cubic kilometers 
of water is exchanged between the ocean and the ice 
sheets, a volume of exchange equivalent to the annual 
removal and replacement of 7 millimeters of water from 
the entire surface of the oceans. However, the present 
uncertainty in the mass balance between snowfall on the 
ice sheets and ice discharge or melting is at least 30 per
cent or about ± 2 millimeters per year of sea-level equiva
lent. 3 Consequently, the uncertainty in the present mass 
balance of the polar ice sheets contributes a significant 
uncertainty to the mass budget of the world's oceans and 
may be a factor in current sea-level change. The eleva
tion data from GEOSA T combined with 1978 Seasat 
data may yield a direct measurement of ice-elevation 
change over portions of the ice sheets if relative uncer
tainties in the determination of the satellites' orbits can 
be resolved. Detailed ice-surface topography from ra
dar altimetry also is used to determine the direction and 
magnitude of the ice flow and to map and monitor oth
er features of the earth's ice masses. 

SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS FROM ICE 

Radar reflections from ice surfaces generally are de
termined by the dielectric constant of the ice, the sur
face roughness, the larger scale geometry of the surface, 
and possibly subsurface scattering. Overall, the shapes 
of the GEOSA T and Seas at altimeter waveforms are 
quite similar, and the main characteristics of the GEO
SA T radar signals from ice are similar to those deduced 
previously for Seas at. Like ocean waveforms, the ini
tial rising ramp of the ice waveforms corresponds to 
reflections from the "pulse-limited" footprint, defined 
by the first part of the radar- wavefront intersection with 
the reflecting surface. The remaining part of the wave
form corresponds to reflections as the wavefront inter
section expands through the broader beam-limited 
footprint of the altimeter. 4 

On snow-covered ice sheets, the large-scale geometry 
of the surface is the principal factor affecting the 
returned signal and the measured range. The geometry 
is defined by undulations of the surface over several 
kilometers, superimposed on a mean slope defined over 
tens of kilometers. The pulse-limited footprint, to which 
the range is measured, tends to be located at the point 
of the surface within the beam-limited footprint that is 
closest to the satellite and not at satellite nadir, unless 
the surface is flat. 5.6 Furthermore, multiple reflecting 
surfaces, located at almost equal ranges from the al
timeter, occur frequently in contrast to the situation over 
relatively flat ocean. Over ice-covered ocean, mixtures 
of different ice types and open water also form multi-
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pie reflecting surfaces within the beam of the altimeter. 
Thus, the general situation is characterized by one or 
more pulse-limited footprints lying within the beam
limited footprint of the radar altimeter. 

Most of the ice-sheet surfaces consist of snow with 
a density of about 400 kilograms per cubic meter, un
derlain by firn (old snow) with gradually increasing den
sity to solid ice at about 100 meters below the surface. 
The ice-sheet surface typically has irregularities varying 
from snow-drift features (sastrugi) with heights ranging 
from a few centimeters to meters, to undulations with 
heights of up to tens of meters over several kilometers, 
caused by the ice flow over bedrock. The altimeter wave
forms (Fig. 2a) over the smoother portions of the snow
covered ice sheets are very similar to waveforms over 
ocean, but are somewhat weaker because of the smaller 
dielectri<;: constant of pure ice. The ice-sheet waveforms 
also have a characteristic shape indicating a diffuse 
reflecting surface. In general, the waveform shape (Fig. 
2a) is quite variable mainly because of the undulations 
in the surface that affect the shape and location of the 
area from which reflection is received. 4 

Most of the reflecting surface of sea ice is very flat, 
but it typically consists of mixtures of different ice types 
and open water. The ice is saline and has a high dielec
tric absorption near the surface. The sea-ice surface also 
is usually covered by several tens of centimeters of snow. 
Many waveforms from a complete sea-ice cover are 
sharply peaked (Fig. 2b), indicating a specular reflection 
from a mirror-like surface. In general, the mixture of 
sea-ice types and open water seen within a typical al
timeter footprint gives multiple reflecting surfaces with 
significantly different reflecting properties and variable 
ranges from the altimeter. Consequently, many wave
forms over sea ice actually are composites of a specular 
return and a diffuse return, indicating a mixture of ice 
and open water within the footprint. Although most of 
the sea-ice surface is very flat, particularly for newly 
formed ice, a fraction of the ice area usually is very 
rough because of the intermittent ridging of the ice dur
ing convergence of the ice pack. However, the specular 
character of the signals indicates that the smooth areas 
produce the dominant signal, thus making attempts to 
derive information on surface roughness unsuccessful. 

The range from the altimeter to the surface is deter
mined from the arrival time of the midpoint of the wave
form' s rising ramp. However, the range recorded by the 
altimeter is determined by the location in time of the cen
tral gate. Deviations of the midpoint of the ramp from 
the central gate cause range errors for which a correc
tion must be made. Over the relatively flat oceans, the 
altimeter tracking circuit is designed to maintain the mid
point of the ramp in the central gate. Over sloping and 
undulating surfaces, the change in range between suc
cessive waveforms (recorded every tenth of a second or 
about 670 meters along the subsatellite track) is too great 
for the altimeter to be able to maintain the waveform 
in the central position. When the deviation exceeds the 
number of gates, range measurements are not obtained 
until the altimeter repositions the gates to acquire the 
waveform. 
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Figure 2-(a) Sample waveforms over the snow-covered ice sheets showing the characteristics of a diffuse reflecting surface. 
The smooth curve is the function fitted to the waveform data to obtain the range correction for deviation of the midpoint of the 
ramp from the central gate. (b) Sample waveforms over sea ice showing the characteristics of specular reflecting surfaces mixed 
with diffuse reflections of varying strengths. !J.H is the height corrections in meters; Ht is the uncorrected surface height relat ive 
to the ellipsoid in meters; AGe is the automatic gain control , with larger values indicating stronger signals; H'/3 is the altimeter 
significant-wave-height value ; and T is the relative time in seconds. 

Range corrections to account for deviations of the 
waveform ramp from the central gate are obtained by 
a proced ure called retracking, which consists of com
puter curve-fitt ing of each 10-per-second waveform. If 
the waveform appears to represent a diffuse reflection, 
a five- or nine-parameter function is fit to the data. -l 
The nine-parameter function is chosen if the waveform 
appears to have a double ramp corresponding to reflec
tions from two surfaces with nearly equal ranges . If the 
waveform has a strong specular component, as shown 
in Fig. 2b, the leading edge of the sharp ri se is taken 
to be linear in calculating the midpoint. The retracking 
correction is typically several meters over the ice sheets 
but can be as large as ± 14 meters . The average value 
of the correction over the ice sheets is about + 1.1 
meters, indicating an average forward displacement of 
the wave form wi th respect to the central gate . 

ICE ELEVATIONS 
A typical elevation profile across the Greenland ice 

sheet, illustrating the classic parabolic shape of large ice 
masses, is shown in Fig. 3. Data from GEOSAT pass 
number 963 and from Seasat pass number 662 are com
pared on a parallel line separated by about 5 kilome
ters. Gaps in the profiles are caused by the failure of 
the altimeters to adjust to the more rapid height changes. 
In contrast to Seasat, the GEOSAT a ltimeter maintains 
track as the ice divide is crossed at 2580 meters. Signifi
cantly more data are obtained by GEOSA T because of 
its more responsive tracking circuit, particularly over the 
steeper portions where the mean surface slope is about 
0.6 degree . Although the GEOSA T altimeter can fol 
low most of the changes in the mean surface slope, the 
amplitude of the undulations (superimposed on the mean 
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Figure 3-Typical elevation profiles across the Greenland ice 
sheet from nearly parallel GEOSAT and Seasat passes sepa
rated by about 5 kilometers, illustrating the classic parabolic 
shape of large ice masses and the more continuous tracking 
of GEOSAT. The GEOSAT elevations (offset by 100 meters in 
the plot) are within about 10 meters of the Seasat elevations, 
consis tent with the typical cross-track slopes. 

slope of the ice surface) tends to increase where the ice 
is thinner and the consequent height changes cause loss 
of track. 
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As a measure of precision, the differences in eleva
tions where passes cross over the same sub satellite point 
are examined. The standard deviation of the elevation 
difference at 17,161 crossovers on the Greenland ice sheet 
for 110 days of data is 1.61 meters, with a mean differ
ence of - 0.50 meter between the descending and ascend
ing passes. The comparable values at1235 Seasat/ Seasat 
crossovers, after adjustment for radial orbit errors by 
referencing the Seas at data to a sea-level reference sur
face, are a standard deviation of 1.06 meters and a mean 
difference of 0.14 meter. The larger standard deviation 
for GEOSAT is probably caused in part by residual radi
al orbit errors, which may be in the range of 0.5 to 1.0 
meter, and in part by the inclusion of more crossovers 
for GEOSA T in the steeper and more undulating areas, 
where the precision is poorer. A preliminary analysis of 
the crossover differences between Seasat and GEOSA T 
at 8808 locations indicates that the surface elevation has 
increased between 1978 and 1985, but possible differ
ences in the relative reference levels of the two data sets 
have not yet been eliminated. 

The surface elevation map of southern Greenland, 
produced from 110 days of retracked GEOSA T data, 
is shown in three-dimensional perspective in Fig. 4. The 
average elevation of the underlying bedrock is within a 
few hundred meters of sea level. However, the terrain 
is more mountainous near the eastern than the western 
coast. Consequently, the north-south-running ice divide 
is asymmetrically located closer to the eastern coast. Also 
visible is the southern dome of the ice sheet with a max
imum elevation of 2800 meters. The north-central part 
of the map is near the 3200-meter crest of the entire ice 
sheet. Generally, the movement of glacier flow is in the 
direction of maximum surface slope with a driving force 
proportional to the surface slope and the ice thickness. 7 

Therefore, the surface topography alone defines the ma
jor ice-drainage basins for studies of ice discharge and 
mass balance. 8 In Fig. 4, the outlines of several drain
age basins that discharge ice into the fjords of south
east Greenland are evident. 

The definition of surface topography from the entire 
GEOSAT data set acquired during the 18-month geo
detic mission will be improved significantly because of 
the separated spacing of successive ground tracks, bet
ter tracking, and more passes over the ice sheets. (With 
Seasat data, contour maps at 2-meter intervals showing 
the detailed surface undulations could only be made in 
the vicinity of 72 0 N.) Investigations under. way include 
analyzing the surface-reflecting properties as snow and 
ice conditions undergo seasonal changes, mapping 
changes in the seaward margins and topography of the 
floating Antarctic ice shelves, 9- 11 and, most important
ly, detecting long-term changes in ice elevation and ice 
volume. 
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Figure 4-A three-dimensional surface elevation map of south
ern Greenland produced from 110 days of retracked GEOSAT 
data (500-meter elevation for each color interval). The north-cen
tral part of the map is near the 3200-meter crest of the ice sheet. 
The surface slope indicates the direction of glacier flow. The 
north-south-running ice divide and the outlines of several drain
age basins that discharge ice into the fjords of southeast Green
land are evident. 
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